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Almost thirty years after the initial theoretical study of

hypothetical materials with negative effective index of refraction

by Veselago, Pendry et al. designed an artificial structure, a split

ring resonator (SRR), which would exhibit negative permeability.

It took another two years for the first experimental demonstration

of negative refraction in a composite structure consisting of SRRs

and metallic wires by Shelby et al. During the last four years, this

new and exciting field is growing fast. In this paper, some recent

important results are presented and commented upon.

1. Introduction

Thirty seven years ago, Veselago [1] studied theoretically

the propagation of an electromagnetic wave of frequency

! in a hypothetical medium where both the permittivity,

" (!), and permeability, � (!), were negative. It follows

immediately from Maxwell's equations

~k � ~E =
!

c
� ~H; (1)

~k � ~H = �!

c
" ~E (2)

that the set of three vectors ~E, ~H , ~k is left handed when

" < 0, � < 0 and right handed when " > 0, � > 0. As

a result, in a negative ", � medium, the wave vector ~k

is opposite to the Poynting vector ~S = (c=4�)
�
~E � ~H

�
.

In other words, the energy flows in such a medium in a

direction opposite to that of phase. Then, the refraction

of an electromagnetic (e/m) wave at a plane interface

separating a regular medium from one with negative ",
� is in the �wrong� side as shown in Fig. 1.

This follows immediately from the equality of kjj of
the incoming, reflected, and refracted waves combined

with the relation ~S opposite to ~k in the negative ", �
medium. It is easy to see that Snell's law is still valid,

if we choose the negative square root for the index of

refraction, n:

n = �p" � �; (3)

when " < 0 and � < 0. For this reason, media with

" < 0 and � < 0 are also referred to as negative index

materials (NIM). Such materials, if available, can act as

flat lenses; they boost also the evanescent waves and,

consequently, they can provide resolution (in the near

field) much better than the refraction limit.

As we shall see below, negative " (!) and � (!)can
be realized only in dispersive media and only for some

limited range(s) of !. For such isotropic dispersive

media, we have the following generalizations of some

well-known formulae of electromagnetism:
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Fig. 1. Electromagnetic wave refraction at the flat interface

separating a negative (NIM) from (regular) positive index material

(PIM)
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Fig. 2. Real (solid line) and imaginary (dashed line) parts of a

response function near a sharp strong resonance

D
~S
E
= hui~�g; (6)

~�g =
~�p

�
; ~�p =

c

jnj
~k0; (7)

� � 1 +
d`njnj
d`n!

n� > 0; (8)

where hui is the energy density of the e/ m field, hpi is its
momentum density, �g and �p are its group and phase

velocities, respectively, and n is the index of refraction;

the symbol hi denotes time average.

2. Realization

There are no natural materials having both " (!) and

� (!)negative over a common frequency range. Thus, the

question is whether artificial structures can be fabricated

exhibiting this feature. The key concept for achieving

this is a resonance. As shown in Fig. 2, a strong sharp

resonance can drive the response function to negative

values.

Such resonances can be classified in two categories:

in the first one, the resonance is associated with some

material and/or structural features of the composite

medium; as a result, the resonance wavelength in the

material, �m = 2�c=jnj!m, is not necessarily comparable

to the periodicity length, �, of the composite medium;

actually �m can be much larger than �, a feature which

allows us to replace the actual system by an effective

uniform medium. In the second category, the resonance

is purely geometrical, i.e., it takes place when �m is

comparable to both � and the scatterer's size. This

Fig. 3. Double split ring resonator. For a 3 GHz resonance,

optimum values are � = 7:2 mm, d = w = 0:4 mm, t = 1 mm

occurs, e.g., in the so-called photonic crystals exhibiting

a photonic gap when a Mie type resonance takes place

combined with �m ' 2�. The analysis becomes very

complicated when both categories of resonances occur at

similar frequencies making the optimization of the design

problematic; nevertheless, one should not exclude the

possibility that future structures may take advantage of

the combination of the two types of resonances.

Pendry et al. [2] proposed a design based on the

above ideas. The negative " (!) was to be produced by

a set of periodically placed parallel metallic wires, for

which

" (!) = 1�
!2

p

!2 + i!=�
; (9)

the effective plasma frequency, !p, is greatly reduced

from its bulk value for two reasons: (a) the effective

average concentration of electrons is reduced by a factor

�r2
0
=�2 (where r0 is the radius of each wire and �2 is the

area of a 2d unit cell); (b) the effective mass of electrons

is greatly enhanced, because the energy of the magnetic

field due to the oscillating current is added to the kinetic

energy of electrons.

If the metallic wires are of finite length, the electrons

are somehow bound, and, as a result, an additional

harmonic restoring force is generated. This is revealed in

the permittivity given by (9) by replacing !2 by !2�!2

0
.

Pendry's proposal for the magnetic resonance was

a system of two split metallic rings as in Fig. 3. This

system possesses both inductance, L, and capacitance,

C, and, as such, exhibits a resonance at !m =

(LC)
�1=2

which can be excited by a magnetic
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Fig. 4. In the frequency region where both "(!) and �(!)

are negative (shaded), a left-handed peak in the transmission

coefficient is expected, as shown schematically in the bottom panel

Fig. 5. Composite structure consisting of wires and SRRs on

several boards; the orientation of the e/m field vectors is also

shown

Fig. 6. Transmission coefficient vs frequency for a composite material (CMM, heavy solid line), SRRs only (light solid line), and

wires only (dashed line). The left panel gives experimental results, and the right panel shows the theoretical calculations for the same

optimized design

field normal to the plane of the rings. Hence, the

permeability would be of the form

� (!) = 1� !2

0m

!2 � !2
m + i!=�m

: (10)

In Fig. 4, we plot schematically the expected

behavior of " (!), � (!), and T (!) of a composite system

consisting of wires and SRRs (see Fig. 5); T (!) is the

transmission coefficient.

Notice that the ! dependence of permittivity in Fig.

4 is the sum of the infinite wire response and the cut

wire response (the latter coming from the SRRs which

act as cut wires as well).
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Fig. 7. Various orientations of the e/m field vectors relative to the SRRs. Magnetic resonance is excited by: the magnetic field only, case

(a); the magnetic and electric field, case (b); the electric field only, case (d). In configuration (c), there is no excitation of the magnetic

resonance. In the left panels, transmission vs frequency is plotted showing the magnetic resonance excitation for cases (b) and (d)

Fig. 8. Real part of the index n vs !�=c compared to �/(!�=c). The condition n� �= (!�=c) is violated in case (a), while it is obeyed

in case (b)

Fig. 9. Unit cell for a periodic effective medium

3. Results

Pendry's design was fabricated by the San Diego

researchers [3] who demonstrated experimentally the

negative refraction. Following this success, the field

experienced an impressive growth in spite of initial

objections (mostly based on misconceptions and

inappropriate approximations). Our consortium [4],

by optimizing the design, has obtained the highest

transmission coefficient in a negative index band around

4 GHz. Indeed, we compare these experimental data for

the transmission coefficient with theoretical results in

Fig. 6. The agreement is very good. The theoretical
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Fig. 10. When �m <
�
�, the effective " (!) and � (!) for a uniform medium (solid lines) exhibit the anomalous !-dependence (e.g.,

negative Im", panel b) which disappears for a periodic effective medium (dashed lines)

Fig. 11. Miniaturized single SRRs on boards (five layers) were fabricated. The transmission coefficient vs frequency for the almost

normal incidence was measured for two polarizations demonstrating the electric field excitation of a magnetic resonance at 6 THz for

polarization (d)
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Fig. 12. Increase of the magnetic resonance frequency fm = !m=2�

vs the inverse size, 1=L, of a single SRR with only one cut, two

cuts (on opposite sides), and four cuts (on all sides)

results were obtained by employing several methods

(TM = transfer matrix, MWS = microwave studio,

FDTD = finite difference time domain).

It is worth to point out that the magnetic resonance

of the SRR can be excited by an electric field as well,

as shown in Fig. 7. This occurs when the electric field

is parallel to the split sides of the SRRs; then, because

of the asymmetry, a circulating current is set up by the

electric field.

To describe the composite medium by an effective

uniform " (!) and � (!), the wavelength, �, inside the

medium, � = 2�c=!jnj, must be much larger than twice

the period, �, of the structure along the propagation

direction; this implies that n � �= (!�=c). Because of

the resonance value of n, this inequality is not always

obeyed. In Fig. 8, we show a case where the real part of n,
as it increases with !, reaches a point where n = �c=!�;
beyond this point the effective uniform medium breaks

down, and n is forced to follow the curve �c=!�, until
it comes again below this curve (Fig 8,a).

To face this breakdown, one can simulate the

structure by a periodic (instead of uniform) effective

medium, whose unit cell is shown in Fig. 9.

In Fig. 10, we plot the theoretical results (obtained

by the TM method) for the effective " (!) and � (!)
as obtained by fitting the transmission and reflection

either to a uniform or periodic effective medium. All

the anomalous features present in the uniform effective

medium case disappear from the periodic effective

medium case, which exhibits the textbook behavior as

in Eqs. (9) and (10). This shows that the anomalous

features are simply consequences of the breakdown of

the uniform effective medium approximation.

4. Towards Future Goals

To realize the full potential of the artificial negative

index materials, the NIM band must be pushed to higher

frequencies (possibly all the way to optical frequencies);

furthermore, two- and three-dimensional designs must

be developed and fabricated.

To push the magnetic resonance frequency to higher

values one must reduce the size of SRRs. It is expected

that both their effective capacitance and their effective

inductance are proportional to the size, L, of the SRR

(assuming that all other lengths scale linearly with L);
thus, !m � 1=L.

Our group at FORTH [5] fabricated, by

microelectronic techniques, five layers of single SRRs on

polyimide boards as shown in Fig. 11; the size of each

single SRR is 5�5 �m2 and the unit cell is 7�7�5 �m3.

The transmission coefficient, T (!), through the five

layers (almost normal incidence) for both polarizations

Fig. 13. Three-dimensional design (left) which shows the almost identical response for two polarizations
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was measured. Polarization (d), which allows the

excitation of a magnetic resonance by an electric field,

shows a strong reduction in T (!) for ! ' 6T Hz, while

polarization (c) which is not coupled to the magnetic

resonance does not exhibit any significant variation in

this frequency range.

The Karlsruhe group in collaboration with the Ames

group [6] succeeded in constructing a single layer of

single SRRs with a unit cell 450 � 450 nm2 which

produced a magnetic resonance (excited by an electric

field of the appropriate polarization) at 100 THz. More

recent unpublished results by the same collaboration

have pushed the resonance frequency to 200 THz, i.e.

� = 1:5�.
Theoretical calculations of the magnetic resonance

frequency of single SRRs with one, two (on opposite

sides), and four (on all sides) cuts vs the size of the SRRs

show that the expected 1=L behavior is followed up to

a point. But, as 1=L becomes larger, the curves tend to

saturate, as shown in Fig. 12. No convincing explanation

for this saturation is available.

For higher dimensional structures, we need

symmetric elementary units to avoid the complicating

phenomenon of the electric field excitation of the

magnetic resonance. In Fig. 13, a design for a three-

dimensional unit cell is shown; such a design has

almost the same response for both polarizations, as it is

demonstrated in Fig. 13.
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ÌÀÒÅÐIÀËÈ Ç ÍÅÃÀÒÈÂÍÈÌ IÍÄÅÊÑÎÌ ÐÅÔÐÀÊÖI�:

ÍÎÂI ÐÓÁÅÆI Â ÎÏÒÈÖI?

�.Í. Åêîíîìó

Ð å ç þ ì å

×åðåç 30 ðîêiâ ïiñëÿ ïiîíåðñüêèõ òåîðåòè÷íèõ ðîáiò Â.Ã. Âåñå-

ëàãî ïðî ãiïîòåòè÷íi ìàòåðiàëè ç íåãàòèâíèì åôåêòèâíèì ií-

äåêñîì ðåôðàêöi¨ Ïàíäði iç ñïiâðîáiòíèêàìè ñòâîðèâ øòó÷íó

ñòðóêòóðó, ìàñèâ ðîçiìêíóòèõ êiëüöåâèõ ðåçîíàòîðiâ (ÐÊÐ),

êîòðà ïðîÿâëÿ¹ íåãàòèâíó ñïðèéíÿòëèâiñòü. ×åðåç äâà ðîêè

áóëî âïåðøå ïðîäåìîíñòðîâàíî íåãàòèâíó ðåôðàêöiþ â ñêëàä-

íèõ ñòðóêòóðàõ, ùî ñêëàäàþòüñÿ ç ÐÊÐ ç ìåòàëi÷íèõ äðîòiâ. Â

îñòàííi 4 ðîêè öÿ íîâà i öiêàâà îáëàñòü ñòðiìêî ðîçâèâà¹òüñÿ.

Ó öié ðîáîòi ïðåäñòàâëåíî äåÿêi âàæëèâi ðåçóëüòàòè, îòðèìàíi

îñòàííiìè ðîêàìè, òà ïðîâåäåíî ¨õí¹ îáãîâîðåííÿ.

ÌÀÒÅÐÈÀËÛ Ñ ÎÒÐÈÖÀÒÅËÜÍÛÌ ÈÍÄÅÊÑÎÌ

ÐÅÔÐÀÊÖÈÈ: ÍÎÂÛÅ ÐÓÁÅÆÈ Â ÎÏÒÈÊÅ?

Å.Í. Ýêîíîìó

Ð å ç þ ì å

Ñïóñòÿ 30 ëåò ïîñëå ïèîíåðñêèõ òåîðåòè÷åñêèõ ðàáîò Â.Ã. Âåñå-

ëàãî ïî ãèïîòåòè÷åñêèì ìàòåðèàëàì ñ îòðèöàòåëüíûì ýôôåê-

òèâíûì èíäåêñîì ðåôðàêöèè, Ïàíäðè ñ ñîòðóäíèêàìè ñîçäàë

èñêóññòâåííóþ ñòðóêòóðó, ìàññèâ ðàçîìêíóòûõ êîëüöåâûõ ðå-

çîíàòîðîâ (ÐÊÐ), êîòîðàÿ ïðîÿâëÿåò îòðèöàòåëüíóþ âîñïðè-

èì÷èâîñòü. ×åðåç äâà ãîäà áûëà âïåðâûå ïðîäåìîíñòðèðîâàíà

îòðèöàòåëüíàÿ ðåôðàêöèÿ â ñëîæíûõ ñòðóêòóðàõ, ñîñòîÿùèõ

èç ÐÊÐ è ìåòàëëè÷åñêèõ ïðîâîëîê. Â ïîñëåäíèå 4 ãîäà ýòà íî-

âàÿ è èíòåðåñíàÿ îáëàñòü ñòðåìèòåëüíî ðàçâèâàåòñÿ. Â ñòàòüå

ïðåäñòàâëåíû íåêîòîðûå âàæíûå ðåçóëüòàòû, ïîëó÷åííûå â ïî-

ñëåäíèå ãîäû, è äàíî èõ îáñóæäåíèå.
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